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EVERWIN Introduces Its Industrial Crating Solutions  
Securing Your Goods, One Fastener at a Time. 

 
No two items have the exact same crating requirements, thus building crates requires years of 
crating experience to ensure the right approach is used on each individual crating and shipping 
project. Whether you are building small crates that require an SN41S5 stapler or even larger 
machinery exporting crates that require a big FSN160 6-1/4”(160mm) nailer, we’ve got the entire 
range covered. Everwin has introduced an industrial lineup of crating solutions for the dedicated 
professionals capable of creating all kinds of unique shipping solutions.   
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We’ve included a crating tool recommendation chart that would help you choose the right 
nailer/stapler for the job. Our lineup comes with a host of practical and upgraded features such as 
the industrial type depth-adjustment feature on the PN65M-D, which provides both convenience 
and the durability needed to survive industrial work settings. When it comes to those hard-to-reach 
spots, especially when stapling cartons to pallets we carry a special 32mm Walking Stick Stapler, 
the SN32-590W.  
 
Here at EVERWIN, we strive in providing the crating industry with the most effective tools for 
building crates faster and keeping them together stronger. When combined with typical screw 
nails, we can increase its holding power and still make ease of disassembly with our industrial 
pneumatic screwdriver - EWS-589 . We can ensure that with a combination of our crating tools 
and your manufacturing expertise, your precious cargo will get where it’s going safely. Have a 
detailed look at our crating solution line up here at Everwin Crating Tools. 
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About EVERWIN PNEUMATIC 
 
EVERWIN® was founded in 2012 by a group of American and Taiwanese pneumatic tool experts, 
each boasting decades of experience and success in the world of pneumatic fastening. They 
founded the company with one shared goal in mind— to “build a brand the fastening industry can 
rely on for consistency and efficiency”. EVERWIN quickly garnered recognition as a premier brand 
for industrial fastening tools. With strong roots in the industrial market, EVERWIN has a different 
take on construction nailers and staplers from most price-driven manufacturers today; and with a 
touch of innovation, its 2017 and 2018 product introductions earned EVERWIN back-to-back Pro 
Tool Innovation Awards. 
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